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your towel solution
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The products of the brand Frotery excel with the quality of cotton,
functionality and design. Our hand and bath towels have a high weight,
which lends them high absorbency and a soft touch. They are available
in many colours. Cotton bathrobes of various designs are suitable for
home bathrooms, hotels and as a promotional gift. We make custom
towels with inwoven designs, and products for children and hotels.
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IN STOCK

white

BRILLIANT

berry
lime
lagoon
light blue
deep sea
silver
graphite
petrol
walnut

Material:
100% Soflex®
cotton
Size:
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm
Weight:
600 g/m²
Packaging:
50 x 100 cm - 40 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 20 pcs

High-quality Brilliant towels are made
of natural cotton - so called Soflex fine
yarns. The design features shiny yarns
in the hem and five decorative stripes
combined with velvety chenille cotton.
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IN STOCK

white
natural

BAMBOO

walnut
ruby
avocado
denim

Material:
60% bamboo
40% cotton
Size:
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm
Weight:
530 g/m²
Packaging:
50 x 100 cm - 50 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 25 pcs

Bamboo fibres lend towels and bath
towels specific properties such as gloss,
antibacterial effect, high absorbency and
quick drying.
Natural tones harmonise with a pattern
of small cubes woven into the hem and
decorative bordure.
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IN STOCK

white
dark yellow
apple green
royal

DELUXE

light blue
dark blue
silver
graphite
red
black
turquoise

Material:
100% cotton
Size:
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm
Weight:
500 g/m²
Packaging:
50 x 100 cm - 50 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 25 pcs

Deluxe premium towels and bath towels
are typified by their special chenille
bordure. The chenille thread used in the
bordure creates a gentle velour effect.
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IN STOCK

white *
cream *
sand

QUALITY

dark yellow *
light blue *
royal *
dark blue *
turquoise
Material:
100% cotton

violet
denim

Size:
* 30 x 50 cm
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm

petrol
apple green *
dark green

Weight:
400 g/m²

orange *

Size bathmat:
50 x 70 cm

magenta
red *

Weight bathmat:
700 g/m²
Packaging:
30 x 50 cm - 200 pcs
50 x 100 cm - 60 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 25 pcs

burgundy
chocolate *
silver
graphite *
black *

If you love colours, our Quality standard
range of towels and bath towels is the right choice. This range offers the widest
possible palette of colours in towels and
bath towels on the market.
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IN STOCK

white *
dark yellow
apple green
royal
light blue
dark blue
silver
graphite

PRINT

black *
red
Material:
100% cotton,
9 cm wide PES border
Size:
* 30 x 50 cm
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm
Weight:
400 g/m²
Packaging:
30 x 50 cm - 200 pcs
50 x 100 cm - 50 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 25 pcs

Print towels and bath towels are original
promotional items. The sublimation
printing method allows to combine
a cotton fabric with a 9 cm polyester
bordure where we can print full colour
patterns.
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magenta
dark green

IN STOCK

white

IMAGE

colors

Material:
front side 100%
polyester for printing,
back side 100%
cotton
Size:
30 x 50 cm
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm
Weight:
400 g/m²
Packaging:
30 x 50 cm - 200 pcs
50 x 100 cm - 60 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 30 pcs

The top side made of polyester fibres
allows for sublimation printing across
the entire surface.
The result is a hand or bath towel printed
with a pattern printed on one side. The
other side is made of white terry cotton.
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MICROTECH

IN STOCK

white
red
apple green
royal
deep sea
graphite
neon pink
neon yellow

Material:
80% Polyester
20% Polyamid
Size:
30 x 50 cm
50 x 100 cm
70 x 140 cm
Weight:
200 g/m²
Packaging:
30 x 50 cm - 250 pcs
50 x 100 cm - 100 pcs
70 x 140 cm - 60 pcs

A Microtech sports towel is also extra
thin and antibacterial.
Best branding method for Microtech
towels is Hot Stamping and sublimation
printing; embroidery and label are additional branding methods.
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IN STOCK

light grey
red
dark green
dark blue

GOLF

black

Material:
100% cotton
Size:
51 x 43,5 cm
Surface:
one side velour
Packaging:
45 x 48 cm - 100 pcs

The Golf towels have been designed for
cleaning golf clubs. These handy towels
should be added to any golf bag.
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IN STOCK

electric green

COOLING

cobalt blue
ice blue

Material:
50% Polyester
50% Cooling yarn
Size:
30 x 100 cm
Weight:
160 g/m²
Packaging:
30 x 100 cm - 50 pcs

Cooling towels are antibacterial cooling
towels made of 100% polyester microfibres that absorb water excellently. The
cooling effect is available immediately
and lasts for hours.
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IN STOCK

FITNESS

silver

Material:
100% cotton,
10 cm wide PES bordure
Size:
90 x 40 cm
Weight:
400 g/m²
Packaging:
40 x 90 cm - 60 pcs

Our Fitness towels sports towels are
made of 100% cotton with a 10 cm-wide
polyester bordure inweaved on one side,
suitable for sublimation printing. Thanks
to a pocket on the back side - of course to
be closed with a zipper - you can fit the
towel onto a workout bench.
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IN STOCK

white

BEACH

TOWEL

creame
light blue
dark blue
graphite

Material:
100% cotton
Size:
80 x 180 cm
Weight:
450 g/m²
Packaging:
80 x 180 cm - 15 pcs

Inweaved Beach towels are made on
custom order. As such, it is possible to
choose the colour of the towel and the
pattern to be inweaved in it. In addition,
Beach towels without branding are in
stock in five colours; of course, they can
be embroidered.
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IN STOCK

white

TWINS

graphite

Material:
inside 100% cotton
outside 100% PES
microfiber
Size:
XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Thanks to the use of polyester microfibres
on the outside, the bathrobes are velvety
soft to touch. The inside is made of high
quality cotton. The white and grey colour
scheme, the fashionable belt and stylish
pockets complete the tasteful design.
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IN STOCK

VELVET

white

Material:
100% cotton - velur
Size:
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Velvet bathrobes made of the finest
cotton are soft to the touch on the
outside. The shawl collar with decorative
stitching, two pockets and belt underline
the elegant appearance of this range.
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EXCLUSIVE

IN STOCK

white

Material:
100% cotton
Size:
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Exclusive terry bathrobes are part of our
standard range of bathrobes. They have
a classic cut that extends below the knees, a shawl collar, two pockets and a belt.
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IN STOCK

TOP

white

Material:
100% cotton
Size:
S, M, L, XL, XXL

Top terry bathrobes with kimono-style
cut, two pockets and a belt are suitable
for use in saunas. Their material and cut
will also fit the bill for hotel use.
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management and machine equipment. Each of following types of branding is directly created during
production.

- COLOR INWEAVING

- HIGH-LOW INWEAVING
- BORDURE INWEAVING

- CHENILLE INWEAVING
and others

PRINT ALLOVER

Fullcolor digital sublimation print to allover of polyester part of towel or bathtowel Image line.

PRINT INTO BORDURE

Fullcolor sublimation print to inweaved bordure
9 cm wide of cotton towel or bathtowel Print line.

EMBROIDERY

Embroidery is the best type of branding designs or
logos on each textile material with long life.

LABELS, TAGS

Very smart and effective way, how to brand a final
product with logo or advertising slogan.
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TAILOR MADE PRODUCTION

TAILOR MADE PRODUCTION is a challenge for time

BRANDING

There are several types of branding to
towels, bathtowels and bathrobes. All
mentioned types of branding are ready
to use to all available stock items or as a
tailor made production by customer demand.
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CORD UP

Different types of textile or paper tapes to complete
the type of gift.

The following summary should inspire
customers to increase the value of the
gift and the actual advertising message.

lored ribbon.

TRANSPARENT COVER

Transparent polybags with adhesive flap form protective covering for the hand-packed products with
a visible logo.

STACK

Transparent PVC cover by design of stack, with tied
ending.

TOWER

Transparent PVC cover by design of tower with zipper and string at the top.

MESH BAG

Breathable polyester mesh pouch suitable for Microtech towels.

SUITCASE

Milky prophylen cover in suitcase design with handle. Different sizes.

COMPRESSING

Suitable textile is compressed to a required design
with a hydraulic press.

PAPER BOX

Packaging used to create luxury terry sets. There are
transparent windows to see logo and products.
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PACKAGING

RIBBON PACKAGING

Glossy polybags or cellophane are finished with co-
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White
0100
Pantone Trans. White

Silver
9595
Pantone 429

Graphite
8430
Pantone 7540

Black
9951
Pantone Black

Deep Sea
5951
Pantone 2767

Dark blue
5851
Pantone 654

Light grey
9253
Pantone 421

Light blue
5353
Pantone 7453

Lagoon
6705
Pantone 326

Turquoise
5510
Pantone 312

Royal
5751
Pantone 2935

Cobalt blue

Cream
1155
Pantone 7499

Lime
6360
Pantone 366

Denim
5757
Pantone 2374

Ice blue

Petrol
6965
Pantone 3165

Violet
4851
Pantone Violet

Natural
1986
Pantone 7506

Avocado
6676
Pantone 576

Apple green
6510
Pantone 368

Electric green
Pantone 375

Dark green
6851
Pantone 560

Burgundy
3810
Pantone 202

Sand
1510
Pantone 720

Orange
2551
Pantone 1505

Dark yellow
1752
Pantone 122

Red
3551
Pantone 199

Berry
3710
Pantone 221

Ruby
6970
Pantone 1815

Walnut
8529
Pantone 7530

Chocolate
7086
Pantone 7596

Neon yellow

Neon pink

Pantone 809

Pantone 812

Magenta
3773
Pantone Rhoda. Red

Pantone 2191

Pantone 287

www.frotery.com
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